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Studying at the
University of Chichester
Use your creativity to design beautiful
and functional products and develop
a technical understanding of the
processes applied to achieve them.
As a Product Design student you will have access to state-of-the-art
equipment in our labs in the £35million Tech Park on the Bognor Regis
Campus. You will also have access to our purpose-built artOne building
alongside Fine Art on the Chichester campus.
We offer two distinct programmes, BA (Hons) Product Design and
BSc (Hons) Product Design that are based around workshop learning,
seminars with demonstrations, practical and lab work, and design-build-test
challenges. We believe in a unique approach that focuses on problem
solving and offers a hands-on experience and cross-department
engagement. We don’t do lectures; the focus is on building skills.
You will work closely on projects with students from other disciplines,
just as you would in the commercial world, providing you with a broad
knowledge and opportunity to develop your communication, management
and team working skills.
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To find out more contact:

+44 (0)1243 816000
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studyhere@chi.ac.uk

|

chi.ac.uk/courses

Our courses
PRODUCT DESIGN BA (Hons

PRODUCT DESIGN BSc (Hons)

• UCAS Code: W240 C58
• Location: Bognor Regis Campus and Chichester Campus

• UCAS Code: W242 C58
W206 (when taken with an Integrated Foundation Year)
• Location: Bognor Regis Campus and Chichester Campus

Product designers combine functionality, beauty, desirability, usability and
identity to generate effective and intuitive products. Good design is an
integral part of making a successful product, from the next generation of
smart phones to the furniture in an office space. Our BA (Hons) Product
Design degree focuses on the artistic aspects of Product Design, with an
emphasis on form, aesthetics and identity, as well as developing materials
and manufacturing knowledge.

Product design is an essential function of engineering; product designers
combine functionality, usability and style to develop
products from conception through to prototyping, testing and launch.
Our Product Design BSc will provide you with creative and artistic
approaches alongside technology, mechanical engineering processes to
prepare you for a career in design/ engineering.

Our engaging CDIO (Conceive–Design–Implement–Operate) approach
to course delivery creates a realistic industry environment, in which you
can apply specialist product design knowledge and hone your creative
practical skills. The design projects will take your designs from conception
through development to testing and launch.

Each academic year of the degree centres on a design practice
assignment based on an open-ended design brief. These engaging CDIO
(Conceive–Design–Implement–Operate) projects create a realistic
industry environment in which you can apply specialist product design
knowledge and hone your creative practical skills.

Indicative Modules

Indicative Modules

Year One*
• Design Technology I
• Design Practice I
• Product Design in Consumer Society
• Modelmaking
• CDIO Design Project
* This is a common year for both Product Design pathways

Year One*
• Design Technology I
• Design Practice I
• Product Design in Consumer Society
• Modelmaking
• CDIO Design Project
* This is a common year for both Product Design pathways

Year Two
• Design Practice II
• Design Technology II
• Making it
• Environmental Design
• User Centred Design
• Design Projects* (BA only)
* BSc undertake an interdisciplinary Design module

Year Two
• Design Practice II
• Design Technology II
• Making it
• Environmental Design
• User Centred Design
• Design Interdisciplinary CDIO* (BSc only)
* BA undertake a Design Project module

Year Three
• CDIO Individual project* (60 credits)
• Specialist technical project* (40 credits)
• The creative professional (20 credits)
* Projects are led by students own research interests

Year Three
• CDIO Individual project* (60 credits)
• Specialist technical project* (40 credits)
• The creative professional (20 credits)
* Projects are led by students own research interests

Typical Offer
• UCAS Tariff points: 96 to 120
• A levels: CCC to BBB
• BTEC: DMM to DDM
See our website for full entry requirements

Typical Offer
• UCAS Tariff points: 96 to 112
• A levels: BBC to CCC
• BTEC: DMM to MMM
See our website for full entry requirements

Interview/Portfolio
Applicants will be required to submit a small portfolio of work /
PowerPoint presentation. Find out more on our Product Design
course pages chi.ac.uk/artanddesign or Email: v.cutler@chi.ac.uk

Interview/Portfolio
Applicants will be required to submit a small portfolio of work /
PowerPoint presentation. Find out more on our Product Design
course pages chi.ac.uk/artanddesign or Email: v.cutler@chi.ac.uk
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In partnership with:

#chiuni

|

chi.ac.uk/artanddesign
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To find out more contact:
• +44 (0)1243 816000
• studyhere@chi.ac.uk
• chi.ac.uk/courses
• Instagram: @designchichester

#chiuni
chi.ac.uk/artanddesign

Chichester

Bognor Regis

Where this can take you
Product Design degrees combine creativity with technology and
provide a broad knowledge of production methods and materials.
They are suitable for many areas of employment including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing
Research and development
In-house design departments
Design consultancies
Project management
Packaging design
Retail and exhibition design
Marketing
Self employment

Our Product Design degrees offer a practical approach to learning.
We are building links and partnerships with local companies enabling
students to build awareness of future career options. Find out more
on our Product Design course pages: chi.ac.uk/art

